Pressure Switch Adjustment Procedure
For all L, LT, and OL Series Fire Protection Air Compressors
Adjusting pressure switches can be difficult and time consuming unless a uniform and correct
approach is used. The following instructions are based on adjusting the most common pressure
switches found on General Air Products L, LT and OL series air compressors for fire protection.
If the pressure switch on your compressor is not shown below please contact us for
assistance by calling 1-800-345-8207. Other manufacturers’ switches may require a different
technique.
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Furnas Model 69 H (General Model SWP60113)
Pressure Switch Adjustment Procedure
Small Metallic Screw (B)
Large Metallic Screw (A)

On 69H style switches the large metallic screw (A) is used first to adjust the cut-in pressure (the
point at which the compressor comes on as system pressure decreases). The small metallic screw (B) is
used to adjust the cut-out pressure (the point at which the compressor shuts off on rising pressure).
The correct procedure is to start with no pressure and energize the circuit. The compressor should
start immediately. Allow the compressor to run until it shuts down and note the pressure reading (cut-out
setting). Now bleed air out of the system until the compressor restarts and note the pressure reading (cutin pressure). If the cut-in point is not satisfactory, adjust the large metal screw (A) after the compressor
stops (clockwise increases the setting). Repeat the bleeding and adjusting until the cut-in point is correct.
Each time the compressor stops note the cut-out point which will be changing each time you adjust the
large metallic screw.
After the cut-in point is set to your satisfaction, adjust the small metallic screw (B) to raise (clockwise raises) or lower the cut-out setting from the last noted reading and repeat the bleeding operation. The
cut-in point should remain the same each time.
It is VERY IMPORTANT that the differential between the cut-in and cut-out points is 7 # or
more. Below 7 psi, chattering of the pressure switch contacts as the pressure approaches the cut-out
point may occur. Chattering will cause the compressor to turn on and off rapidly allowing no time for the
motor and pressure switch contacts to cool - destroying the motor in a very short period of time. Chattering
can also be especially damaging to a motor starter if one is being used in the circuit.
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Condor Model MDR-11 (General Model SWP60401U NEW)
Pressure Switch Adjustment Procedure
STEP 1:
Adjust both cut-in and cut-out pressure by turning the Main Calibration Screw;
clockwise to increase pressure, counter-clockwise to decrease pressure.
STEP 2:
Adjust the Differential Pressure Screw to change the cut-out pressure without
affecting the cut-in pressure*. Clockwise increases pressure, counter-clockwise decreases
pressure.
Main Calibration Screw

Differential Pressure Screw

* Differential Pressure is defined as the difference between cut-out and cut-in pressure. Turning
the Differential Pressure Nut clockwise increases the Differential Pressure, which increases the
cut-out pressure without changing the cut-in pressure
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Furnas Model 69 W (General Model SWP60401U OLD)
Pressure Switch Adjustment Procedure

Black Plastic Screw (A)
Center Metallic Screw (B)

On 69W style switches the center metallic screw (B) is used first to adjust the cut-in pressure (the
point at which the compressor comes on as system pressure decreases). The black plastic screw (A) is
used to adjust the cut-out pressure (the point at which the compressor shuts off on rising pressure).
The correct procedure is to start with no pressure and energize the circuit. The compressor should
start immediately. Allow the compressor to run until it shuts down and note the pressure reading (cut-out
setting). Now bleed air out of the system until the compressor restarts and note the pressure reading (cutin pressure). If the cut-in point is not satisfactory, adjust the center metal screw (B) after the compressor
stops (clockwise increases the setting). Repeat the bleeding and adjusting until the cut-in point is correct.
Each time the compressor stops note the cut-out point which will be changing each time you adjust the
large metallic screw.
After the cut-in point is set to your satisfaction, adjust the black plastic screw (A) to raise (clockwise
raises) or lower the cut-out setting from the last noted reading and repeat the bleeding operation. The cutin point should remain the same each time.
It is VERY IMPORTANT that the differential between the cut-in and cut-out points is 13# or
more. Below 13 psi, chattering of the pressure switch contacts as the pressure approaches the cut-out
point may occur. Chattering will cause the compressor to turn on and off rapidly allowing no time for the
motor and pressure switch contacts to cool - destroying the motor in a very short period of time. Chattering
can also be especially damaging to a motor starter if one is being used in the circuit.
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Condor Model MDR-3 (General Model SWP60113-C)
Pressure Switch Adjustment Procedure
STEP 1:
Turn Main Calibration Screw clockwise to increase cut-in and cut-out pressure
and turn counter-clockwise to decrease cut-in and cut-out pressure.
STEP 2:
Turn Differential Pressure Screw clockwise to increase cut-out pressure without
affecting cut-in pressure and turn counter-clockwise to decrease cut-out pressure*, without
affecting cut-in pressure.
CAUTION:

Differential pressure is 10 psi. Maximum differential is 30 psi

Main Calibration Screw

Differential Pressure Screw

* Differential Pressure is defined as the difference between cut-out and cut-in pressure. Turning
the Differential Pressure Screw clockwise increases the Differential Pressure, which increases
the cut-out pressure without changing the cut-in pressure
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